
Client Print Release and Copyright Law

WHAT IS A PRINT RELEASE?
A print release is the exclusive right to print all of the images purchased as 
many times as the purchaser pleases.  This means you can print your files 
and have access to the digital files as back-up.  Our files can also be used to 
make photo books, gifts and cards.  Posting photos on social media or a 
website is permitted as long as proper credit is given to the photographer 
who retains copyright of each image.  Credit can be issued in the caption of 
an image, in form of a tag, or in a comment.  Images cannot be edited—this 
means with filters as well—used in contests or other public venues for 
personal gain as this goes against copyright.

Simply Portrayed Photography
by Amber Gre! & Emily Rose

Clients furnishing this release are acknowledging that they understand and 
agree to follow the terms of the print release. The client is also 
acknowledging the photographer’s retained copyright and shall not perform 
any actions that would go against copyright.  Thank you!  Amber & Emily

WHAT IS COPYRIGHT?

the exclusive legal right, given to an originator or an assignee to print, 
publish, perform, film, or record literary, artistic, or musical material, and 
to authorize others to do the same

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE CLIENT?
The photographer retains the rights to each image they capture and edit.  

This allows images to be used in the photographer’s marketing and 
portfolio.  It is against the law to edit a photographer’s work, sell images, 

or use them for personal gain, i.e. entering them into a contest or for 
advertising.  Each photographer has their own style and copyright protects 

artists’ reputations.  It can be damaging to a photographer’s business if a 
client edits a photograph that falls outside of the photographer’s style and 

body of work.  Please be respectful to an artist’s eye, style and craft.

Thank you for choosing us for your photography needs.  We love capturing 
moments that can be treasured for a lifetime.

Amber Gre!, owner of Simply Portrayed
www.simplyportrayed.com


